Sources And Acknowledgments

The primary sources for these summaries of ICSOM history by year and by topic were the complete back issues of *Senza Sordino* and the minutes of annual conferences. Additional sources are listed below.

- lists of motions and resolutions accompanying conference minutes, where available;
- a report on the 1962 Cleveland conference by Walfrid Kujala to the members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, published in the October 1962 CSO Members Committee Newsletter, Volume II, Number 13;
- a report on the 1963 Rochester conference by Robert Maisel to members of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra;
- a report on the 1966 conference by Carlton Herrett to the members of the National Symphony Orchestra, 11 November 1966, including the resolution to amend AFM bylaws Article XXII;
- a report on the 1967 conference by Harald Hansen to the members of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra;
- a report on the 1972 conference by Carl Schiebler to the members of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra;
- a report on the 1979 conference by Nancy Griffin and Sandra Lam’bert to the members of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
- a report on the 1992 conference by David Sanders to the members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
- reports on the 1993 and 1994 conferences by Bill Buchman to the members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
- Correspondence preserved in the ICSOM archives.

For providing source material, I thank contributing officers and delegates of ICSOM, ICSOM legal counsel, and the AFM Symphonic Services Division. Thanks also to Norman Schweikert, Chicago Symphony Orchestra (retired), who reviewed the text in 1987 and corrected names inaccurate or incomplete in the sources. I am also grateful to Marsha Schweitser, Robert Levine, and the late Richard Totusek, who proofread and reviewed the 2002 text in whole or part and provided helpful suggestions for amendment. I am also grateful to others who reviewed the 2002-2012 addition, especially William Foster and Laura Ross. Any shortcomings in the text are entirely my own. I encourage readers to submit corrections and suggestions.

The greatest debt of gratitude is to the ICSOM secretaries, editors, and delegates who recorded the history of the International Conference of Symphony and Opera Musicians so dutifully and so well.

Tom Hall